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Washington, DC 20555
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1 A'ITENTION: T. R. QUAY

SUBJECT: AP600 EXEMPTION FROM REGULATIONS

Dear Mr. Quay:

In letter DCP/NRC0741, dated February 14, 1997, Westinghouse provided a summary of AP600.
design and operational features that require exemptions from regulations. The summary of requests
for exemptions from regulations has been revised as a result of discussions with the NRC staff. This

L revised summary is enclosed.

Two of the requests for exemption have been changed. The request for an exemption for containment
leak rate testing has been dropped. This is result of the decision not to include Option A containment
leak rate testing. The request for exemption from criticality monitoring has been changed to apply.
only to new fuel in shipping containers and the new fuel storage pit.

The enclosure summarizes the basis for each exemption consistent with the reqtiirements of NRC
regulations, it is Westinghouse's _ understanding that the acceptability of the exemptions will be,

! documented in the Final Safety Evaluation Report and codified in the AP600 Design Certification
Rule.

If you have any questions please contact Donald A. Lindgren as (412) 374-4856

1 .-_

Brian A. McIntyre, h anager
Advanced Plant Safety and Licensing

-jml |>

Enclosure []
- cc: T. J. Kenyon. NRC (w/ Enclosure) _

N. J. Liparuto, Westinghouse (w/o Enclosure)
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Attachment to DCP/NRC1029

EXEMPTIONS TO NRC REGULATIONS
-

. .

In some cases the regulations in 10 CFR Pans 50,70, and 100 are not appropriate for the design
certi6 cation of the AP600. These rules are not appropriate because of the incorporation of passive

,

safety systems into the AP600 and other changes in technology. j

1. Exemption from dedicated containment penetration requirement. SSAR Section 1.9.3

This requirement is as specined as 10 CFR 50.34 (3)(iv) Dedicated Containment Penetrations

(NUREG-0660 Item II.B.8) Provide one or more dedicated containment penctrations, equivalent in
size to a single 3 foot diameter opening, in order not to preclude future installation of systems to
prevent containment failure, such as a filtered vented containment system.

De containment analysis for the AP600, including PRA and severe accident assessments, demonstrate
that the con'ainment, with its passive heat rejection capability, does not need a future installation of
such a system to prevent overpressurization.

This evaluation of AP600 containment integrity meets the exemption criteria of 10 CFR 50.12 (a)(1)
and (a)(2)(ii).

2. Exemption from General Design Criteria 17 requirement for physically independent circuitJ
(second off site electrical power source) SSAR Section 3.1

nis requirement is found in 10 CFR 50 Appendix A General Design Criterion 17 - Electrical Power
Systems

An onsite electric power system and an ofsite electric power system shall be provided to permit
functioning of structures, systems, and components important to safety. The safetyfunction for each
system (assuming that the other system is notfunctioning) shall *~* to provide suficient capacity and
capability to assure that (I) specified acceptablefuel design lir,.us and design conditions of the
reactor coolant pressure boundary are not exceeded as a result of anticipated operational occurrences
and (2) the core is coolcd and containment integrity and other vitalfunctions are maintained in the
event of postulated accidents.

The onsite electric power supplies, including the batteries, and the onsite electric distribution system
shall have sufficient independence, redundancy, and testability to perform their safetyfunctions,
assuming a singlefailure.

Electric powerfrom the transmission network to the onsite electric distribution system shall be
supplied by two physically independent circe:its (not necessarily on separate rights of-way) designed
and located so as to minimi:e, to the extent practical, the likelihood of their simultaneous failure
under operating and postulated accident and environmental conditions. A switchyard cammon to both
circuits is acceptable. Each of these circuits shall be designed to be available in sufficient time,
following a loss of all onsite alternating current power supplies and other offsite electric power
circuit, to assure that specified acceptable fuel design limits and design conditions of the reactor
coolant pressure bandary are not exceeded. One of these circuits shall be designed to be available
within a few seconds following a loss of coolant accident to assure that core cooling, containment
integrity, and other vital safetyfunctions are maintained.
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Attachment to DCP/NRC1029

Provisions shall be included to minimize the probability oflosing electric ponerfrom any of the
-

remaining' supplies as a result of, or coincident with, the loss of power generated by the nuclear poner
unit, the loss of powerfrom the transmission network, or the loss of ponerfrom the onsite electric
power supplies.

The AP600 plant design supports an exemption to the requirement of GDC 17 for two physically
independent offsite circuits by providing safety-related passive systems for core cooling and
containment integrity, and multiple nonsafety-related onsite and offsite electric power sources for other
functions. See SSAR Section 6.3 for additional information on the systems for core cooling.

A reliable de power source supplied by batteries provides power for the safety-related valves and
instrumentation during transient and accident conditions.

He Class IE de and UPS system is the only safety related power source required to monitor and
actuate the safety-related passive systems. Otherwise, the plant is designed to maintain core cooling
and containment integnty, independent of nonsafety-related ac power sources indefinitely. He only
electric power source necessary to accomplish these safety related functions is the Class IE de and
UPS power system which includes the associated safety-related 120V ac distribution switchgear.

Although the AP600 is designed with reliable nonsafety-related offsite and onsite ac power that are
normally expected to be available for important plant functions, nonsafety-related ac power is not J
relied upon to maintain the core cooling or contamt.,ent integrity.

The nonsafety-related ac power system is designed such that plant auxiliariei can be powered from the
grid under all modes of operation. During loss of offsite power, the ac power is supplied by the onsite
standtS diesel generators. Preassigned loads and equipment are automatically loaded on the diesel-
generators in a predetermined sequence. Additional loads can be manually added as required. The
onsite standby power system is not required for safe shutdown of the plant.

This evaluation of power sources required for AP600 meets the exemption criteria of 10 CFR 50.12
(aKl) and (a)(2)(ii).

3. Exemption from use of ASME Code, Section 111 for Class C gas storage vessels SSAR
Subsection 3.2.2

10 CFR 50.55a requires that safety-related systems and components that are designated Quality C
should meet the requirements of ASME Code Section Ill. For Class C air and gas storage tanks
fabricated without welding, ASME Code, Section Vm, Appendix 22 provides a more appropnate set
of criteria than does ASME Code, Section III, Class 3. The air storage tanks are constructed of
forged, seamless pipe, with no welds.

The rules of Section VIII for gas storage vessels of the type included in AP600 for safety-related
functions are found in Section VIII mandatory Appendix 22 and have been developed specifically for
the storage of gas under high pressure. These tanks are used in a variety of industries to store gas.
These tanks are fabricated without welding Because there is no weld joint to consider, weld strength
reduction factors do not apply which increase the wall thickness.
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The material for the integrally forged tanks is ordered to a material speci0 cation (SA 372) developed
*

spebifically'for that type of tank. The material specification is* included in Section 11 of the ash 1E
Code. The tanks are formed from a fciging that is essentially a seamless pipe. The ends are swaged
down to reduce the size of the opening. After completion of the forming operation the vessel is heat
treated. No welding is permitted in the fabrication of the vessel by the Section Vill, Appendix 22
rules required for this type of vessel.10 CFR 50, Appendix B requirements and 10 CFR 21 apply to
the manufacture of safety-related air and gas storage tanks.

This evaluation of AP600 air tank integrity meets the exemption criteria of 10 CFR 50.12 (a)(1),
(a)(2)(ii), and (a)(2)(iii).

4. Exemption from operating basis earthquake design requirement in 10 CFR Part 100,
Appendix A. SSAR 3ection 3.7

ltem 1.M of SECY-93-087 established the following policy: The staff recommends that the
Commission approve the approach to eliminate the OBE from the design of. systems, structures, and
components. When the OBE is eliminated from the design, no replacement canhquake loading should;

| be used to establish the postulated pipe rupture and leakage crack Iccations. The SECY also
established the requirements for consideration of seismic events for equipment qualification and fatigue
evaluations.

.'
The operating basis earthquake (OBE) has been eliminated as a design requirement for the AP600.
Low level seismic effects are included in the design of cenain equipment potentially sensitive to a
number of such events based on a percentage of the responses calcu*ated for the safe shutdown
canhquake. Criteria for evaluating the need to shut down the play following an canhquake are
established using the cumulative absolute velocity approach according to EPRI Report NP 5930
(Reference 1) and EPRI Repon TR 100082 (Reference 17). For the purposes of the shutdown criteria
in Reference I the operating basis canhquake for shutdown is considered to be one-third of the safe
shutdown earthquake. De AP600 satisfies the policy outlined in SECY-93-087.

Removal of the OBE decreases the number of analyses required and results in improved piping and
equipment suppon systems.

This evaluation of elimination of the OBE for the AP600 meets the exemption criteria of 10 CFR
50.12 (a)(1), (a)(2)(ii), and (a)(2)(iii).

5. Exemption from use of ASME OM Code 1987 Edition. SSAR Subsection 3.9.6

10CFR 50.55a specifies that the OMa 1988 Addenda to the 1987 Edition of the OM requirements be
used for the requirements for inservice testing of active safety-related valves. He 1990 OM Code
represented a significant restructuring of the format of the requirements. The information in the
AP600 SSAR on inservice testing has been developed and reviewed using the 1990 Edition. The use
of the 1990 requirements does not represent a diminution of the inservice testing requirements.

This evaluation of AP600 inservice testing requirements meets the exemption criteria of 10 CFR 50.12
(a)(1) and (a)(2)(ii).
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6. Exemption from ash 1E Oh! Code valse inservice testing frequency. SSAR Subsection-

3.9.6.3*

10CFR 50.55a specifies the use of ash 1E Oh! requirements for inservice testing of active safety-
related valves. He ash 1E Oh! Code frequency requirement for most valves, unless a deferral is
justified, is three months. De inservice testing frequency for the AP600 automatic depressurization
system valve is six months;,

Considerable experience has been used in designing and locating systems and valves to permit
preservice and inservice testing required by Section XI of the ASN1E Code. Pelief from the testing
requirements of the ash 1E Oh! Code is requested when full compliance with requirements of the
Ash 1E Oh! Code of the Code is not practical or constructive. In such cases, specine information is.

provided which identifies the applicable code requirements,justincation for the relief request, and the
testing method to be used as an alternative. The following relief request has been identified to be
included in design certi0 cation.

Automatic depressurization system stage I through 3 valve exercise testing represents a risk of loss of
reactor coolant and depressurization of the reactor coolant system if the proper test sequence is not
followed. For this reason, the frequency of this valve exercise testing should be minimized.
Conversely, the probabilistic risk assessment assumes that valve reliability for these valves is a
function of test frequency. De recommended test frequency considers these two factors. The ,-
recommended test frequency for the stage I through 3 automatic depressurization systems valve is
every six months. The PRA results show that the AP600 meets its safety goals. The assumptions in
the PRA are consistent with a six month test frequency for the ADS valves,

his evaluation of AP600 inservice testing relief request meets the exemption criteria of 10 CFR 50.12
(a)(1), (a)(2)(ii), and (a)(2)(iv).

I 7. Deleted

I 8, Exemption from 10 CFR 70.24 requirement for criticality monitoring of new fuel in
storage. SSAR Subsection 11.5.6

1 10CFR70.24(d) permits application for exemption from any or all of its requirements when the
I application includes a justification for the exemption. His request is for an exemption for new fuel in
i two areas. '

l

I A. Exemption: Criticality monitoring is not required for new fuel stored in shipping
I containers which comply with 10CFR71,
I

I

|| Justification: 10CFR70.24 speci0cally restricts its applicability to not pertaining to special
l nuclear material being transported in packaging per 10CFR71. New fuel for the AP600 is
I transported in shipping containers which comply with the requirements of 10CFR71. Criticality
I monitoring of the new fuel while in transit is thus not required. Criticality moni oring of thet
I new fuel after receipt is not required while it is stored in the same shipping containers which
I satisfy 10CFR71. He new fuel and its shipping container are specifically designed to prevent
i accidental criticality.
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i B Exemption: Criticality monitoring is not required for new fuel stored in the new fue'
*

.

| ' storage area.
'

I

I Justification: New fuel stored in the AP600 new fuel storage area is protected from accidental ,

I criticality or damage due to missiles. The new fuel is stored in a pit with thick concrete walls
I and a heavy protective shield cover. The shielding cover attenuates radiation effectively. A
| criticality monitor outside of the cover may not be able to detect radiation originating inside the
I new fuel storage area. Criticality monitoring of the new fuel is not required while it is stored in
i the covered new fuel storage area. He arrangement of new fuel within the new fuel storage
1 area is specifically designed to prevent accidental criticality even if the area is Gooded. Harmful
I radiation will not be produced. Radiation detectors will constantly monitor the open areas
I which may be occupied by personnel. The radiation detectors may be able to detect scattered
I radiation from the new fuel area when uncovered, but a direct line of sight from the detector
I down into the new fuel stcrage area pit is not available Criticality monitoring of the new fuel
I while in the new fuel storage area is not required because the arrangement prevents criticality.

I This evaluation of AP600 new fuel storage criticality ineets the exemption criteria of 10 CFR 70.24
| (d).
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